ILLUMINEA™ EXTRAIT DE PARFUM

You light the way, inspiring everyone you meet. You empower, encouraging others to dream big dreams — then to achieve them. Your warmth illuminates the world. And when your light is shared with others, your impact becomes truly uplifting. Illuminea™ Extrait de Parfum — for the woman whose influence will be felt forever.

PERFUMER INSPIRATION: GINO PERCONTINO
Mary Kay had a gift for seeing the best in people and for inspiring others to become their best selves. Her impact is still being felt today in women’s lives around the world. Perfumer Gino Percontino says, “The gift of inspiration is like a warm radiance that emanates from one person to uplift another.” Mary Kay Illuminea™ Extrait de Parfum expresses that glow with a luminous blend of exotic florals and rich woods. Illuminea™ inspires us to live our best lives, with a radiant fragrance trail that’s memorable, long-lasting and inspiring.
**Fragrance Notes**
Aromatic family:  Floral-Oriental

**First, there is a spark ...**
Feel inspired with the uplifting notes of Mandarin and Quince, the bright spiciness of Pink Pepper and fresh Morning Dew.

**That grows into a flame ...**
This scent blooms with a luminous, fruity-floral blend of Red Apricot, Orange Blossom, Scarlet Peony, Water Lotus and Honeysuckle.

**Then delivers an enduring, heartfelt finish ...**
Display your eternal warmth with the rich notes of Florentine Iris Absolute, Violet Leaves, Cashmere Woods, deep Vanilla and White Moss.

*First impression:*  Mandarin, Quince, Pink Pepper, Morning Dew  
*At the heart:*  Red Apricot, Orange Blossom, Scarlet Peony, Water Lotus, Honeysuckle  
*Lasting impression:*  Florentine Iris Absolute, Violet Leaves, Cashmere Woods, Vanilla, White Moss

**Application Instructions:**
Spray wherever fragrance is desired. Scents are often applied to pulse points. Pulse points are locations on the body where blood vessels are closest to the skin (wrists, behind the ears, base of the throat, inside the crook of your elbow, behind knees and inside ankles). The skin is warmer in these areas, which can help fragrance evolve and provide a better sensory experience.

Allow the fragrance to mist onto your skin. If the area feels wet, you may be holding the bottle too close. You will begin to smell the fullness of the fragrance within a few minutes, once the top notes are released.